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Exterior Finishes
Exposed Aggregate

Ribbed Pattern

Form Liners

Textures

Natural stone finishes provide rich and a rac ve exterior surfaces. A wide
variety of aggregate types and colors are available. Contact a Oldcastle
Precast representa ve for samples of local and imported aggregate.

Exterior surfaces with machine applied rib finishes are a rac ve and economical.
Two rib pa erns are available: Standard Rib (1” deep) and Random Rib (2” deep).
Both finishes are mechanically rolled into the panel surface using a special proprie‐
tary method that results in a unique surface. The final appearance is uniform, while
leaving the aggregate slightly exposed, resembling a porous material. Both finishes
oﬀer a rich exterior texture.

An almost unlimited variety of a rac ve pa erns, shapes and surface textures
can be achieved by cas ng concrete against form liners. Rock, bricks, fractured
fins, and ribs are just a few of the available finished. Contact a Oldcastle Precast
representa ve to discuss a form liner finish for your project.

Lighter textures are achieved using a variety of methods. Sandblas ng oﬀers varying depths of aggregate
exposure and a so muted appearance. Acid etching gives the concrete surface a fine sand finish similar to
natural sandstone. Broom finishes vary from light to coarse and give the surface a random granular tex‐
ture. Raked surfaces oﬀer the look of irregular roughened parallel lines.

Color

White cement is used to provide the basis for a wide variety of colorful concrete surfaces.
Color tones is achieved by mixing in selected colored aggregate and pigment. Contact a Old‐
castle Precast representa ve can help you choose the most eﬀec ve method to achieve a
desired color for your project.

Samples

Oldcastle Precast recommends custom made samples to define your desired concrete finish
and color. Typical 12” x 12” x 2”. Call us today to get started on your project.

